Abstract. This work presents a general and complete method to protect a system against possible malicious programs. We provide concepts for building a system that can automatically recover from an arbitrary state including even one in which a Byzantine execution of one or more programs repeatedly attempts to corrupt the system state. Preservation of a guest execution is guaranteed as long as the guest respects a predefined contract, while efficiency is improved by using stabilizing reputation. We augment a provable self-stabilizing host operating system implementation with a contract-enforcement framework example.
Introduction
"Guests, like fish, begin to smell after three days" (Benjamin Franklin). A typical computer system today is composed of several self-contained components which in many cases should be isolated from one another, while sharing some of the system's resources. Some examples are processes in operating systems, Java applets executing in browsers, and several guest operating systems above virtual machine monitors (vmm). Apart from performance challenges, those settings pose security considerations. The host should protect not only its various guests from other possibly Byzantine guests [16, 18, 36] , e.g. viruses, but also must protect it's own integrity in order to allow correct and continuous operation of the system [43] . Many infrastructures today are constructed with self-healing properties, or even built to be self-stabilizing. A system is self-stabilizing [13, 14] if it can be started in any possible state, and subsequently it converges to a desired behavior. A state of a system is an assignment of arbitrary values to the system's variables. Recovery with no utility. The fact that the system regains consistency automatically, does not guarantee that a Byzantine guest will not repeatedly drive the system to an inconsistent state from which the recovery process should be restarted. In this work we expand earlier self-stabilizing efforts for guaranteeing that eventually, some of the host's critical code will be executed. This ensures that eventually the host has the opportunity to execute a monitor which can enforce it's correctness in spite of the possibly existing Byzantine guests. In particular the host forces the Byzantine code not to influence the other programs' state. Finally, non-Byzantine programs will be able to get executed by the operating system, and provide their services.
Soft errors and eventual Byzantine programs. Even if we run a closed system in which all applications are examined in advance (and during runtime), still problems like soft-errors [38] or bugs that are revealed in rare cases (due to rare i/o sequence of the environment that was not tested/considered), might lead to a situation in which a program enters an unplanned state. The execution that starts from such an unplanned state may cause corruption to other programs or to the host system itself. This emphasizes the importance of the self-stabilization property that recovers in the presence of (temporarily or constantly) Byzantine guests. Otherwise, a single temporal violation may stop the host or the guests from functioning as required.
Host-guest enforced contract. The host guarantees preservation of the guest execution as long as the guest respects the predefined rules of a contract. The host cannot thoroughly check the guest for possible Byzantine behaviors (this is equivalent to checking whether the guest halts or not). Therefor the host will force a contract, that is sufficient for achieving useful processing for itself and the guests. The rules enforced by the host can be restrictive, e.g., never write to code segments, and allocate resources only through leases.
Stabilizing trust and reputation. Upon detecting a Byzantine behavior of a guest during run time (namely, sanity checks detect a contract violation) we can not prevent the guest from being executed, since the Byzantine behavior might be caused by a transient fault. Does this mean that we must execute all guests, including the Byzantine ones, with the same amount of resources? Furthermore, when we accumulate behavior history to conclude that a guest is Byzantine, the accumulated data maybe corrupted due to a single transient fault, thus we can not totally count on the data used to accumulate the history. Instead we continuously refresh our impression on the behavior of a guest while continuing executing all guests with different amount of resources. Details of violations are continuously gathered, and the impression depends more on recent behavior history. Such a trust and reputation function rates the guests with a suspicious level, and determines the amount of resources a guest will be granted. In this calculation, recent events are given higher weight, as past event are slowly forgotten. This approach copes with corruptions in the reputation data itself, since wrong reputation fades over time.
